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ABSTRACT
The Composite Signals are the combination of multi utility
signals, compressed signals and coded signals to carry the
information from source to destination. This information may
be a digital signal, video information or data signal required
as an input for the destination module. Presently the
Composite Signals are basic components of any signal
transmission system. In this paper we present an approach to
detect the noise in composite signals by analysing signal
waveforms.

component can be altered. Where as a Non Composite Signal
comprises of fixed amplitude signal information. If the
amplitude of the signal is altered, the overall information
value gets affected. Figure No.1 shows the waveforms of
composite vs. Non Composite Signal.

General Terms
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Composite Signals are the signals which comprises of
small signal components fused to generate a desired response.
The outcome of the Composite Signals may results into video
image of a remote data or the binary information, representing
the output of a measurement system. The Composite Signals
are transmitted through various channels and mediums[5].
During signal propagation the noise/ interference signals are
introduced into the Composite Signals. This unwanted signal
also gets mixed with the original signal in such a way that the
overall outcome of the system is corrupted[1].
The nature of noise has to be determined to recover the
original signal. The biggest challenge is to identify the noise
patterns in the signal patterns. The visualization of the
Composite Signals is executed by utilizing a CRO with high
sampling capability[3].

2. COMPOSITE SIGNAL
COMPOSITE SIGNAL

Vs

NON

Composite Signals comprises of combination of small and
significant signal components where each component contains
specific information. The small signal components may have
very small in amplitude but very significant signal which
can’t be ignored. The data associated with a discrete

Fig No.1: Composite and Non Composite Signal
The Composite Signal in Figure No. 1 is Grey Scale pattern’s
waveform. The signal contains information regarding
luminance level, colour level, synchronisation pulses and step
amplitude for a grey scale signal[8]. Each component of the
signal can be altered to change the respective artefact of the
signal. The Non Composite Signal in figure No.1 is a
triangular waveform which has two signal values in the
form of pulse width and pulse amplitude. The alteration in
such signals can be performed by altering time or overall
amplitude of the signal [7].

3. NOISE DETECTION IN COMPOSITE
SIGNAL
3.1 Detection of Noise
The detection of noise in Composite Signals is difficult as the
noise does not alter the overall parametric characteristics of
the wave forms. The variation in the amplitude of the signal is
negligible whereas the change in the attributes of the signal
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components is major. The change in the characteristics of the
signal components changes the overall response of the
Composite Signal.

3.2 Composite Signal waveforms

CRO the type and pattern of noise is easily detected[12].
Figure No.3 illustrates the Composite wave forms received
at the receiver end [2]. The waveforms observed at the
receiver end indicates that overall amplitude of the Composite
Signal has not changed. It is also is also observed that the
timing cycle of the signal also remains same. The change is
observed in the allocation of signal components only.

The outcome of composite signals are analysed by utilising a
high sampling rate CRO. The high sampling rate enables us to
capture the minute details of the signal components of the
composite signal. The signal source is connected to the input
of the CRO to analyse the pattern of the composite signal. The
figure No. 2 shows the captured image of the Color Bar
pattern, generated by a composite signal generator[4].

Fig No. 3. :Distorted Composite Signal

4 RESULT
Fig No.2: Composite and Non Composite Signal
In The Figure No. 2 the waveform of Color Bar pattern is
decoded with the help of a CRO[8]. The waveform clearly
indicates the presence of
a. Luminance Signal

The Noise in Composite Signal Waveforms is visualised on
cathode ray oscilloscope. The pattern observed explains that
the introduction of noise to the composite signal alters the
signal components of the original waveform whereas the
overall amplitude remains unchanged.
Table 1. Signal Components of Distorted Vs Non Distorted
Composite Signals

b. Chrominance Signal
c. Sync signal & Porches
The Observed waveform on CRO is free from any
interference or noise. All the component of the waveforms are
clearly visible in a high sampling rate CRO. The selected
sampling rate is 400MS/s.

3.3 Distorted Composite Signals waveforms
The Composite Signal is distorted with Step Grey Bar signal
and transmitted through transmission channels. The waveform
at the receiver end is analysed again with the help of CRO[5].
The figure No.3 shows the waveforms of distorted
Composite Signal[6]. The waveform of the signal received is
compared
with
the
waveforms
observed
before
transmission[7]. The end results obtained indicated that the
signal waveforms received at the receiver end is overlapped
by the signal of Step grey signal . The presence of the Step
Grey signal deviates the standard waveforms from its original
values to a new stated values[9]. These new values attained by
the composite signal distort the original data/information[10].

Original

No. of
Steps
6

Distorted

6 +18

Waveform

1.00 V

Chrominance
Level
0.300mV

1.00V

0.300mV

Video Level

The table No. 1 indicates that the distortion in the composite
signals is detected by comparing the distorted signal with
respect to the Un distorted signal. The comparison of the two
signals reveals the presence of unwanted signal

5 CONCLUSION
The Noise in Composite Signal waveforms is detected by
observing the waveforms on a CRO. The effect of noise on
the composite signal is determined by measuring the
composite signal’s amplitude and timing values. The pattern
of noise and its effects on the transmitted Composite Signal is
estimated to remove Noise from the composite signal..
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The overlapped information produces undesirable effects on
the final output monitor and thus the aim to send the
information is lost[11]. By observing the waveforms on a
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Statistical Hypotheses Tests” IEEE Transactions on
Consumer Electronics, Vol. 54, No. 3, AUGUST 2008.
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